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G- Project Vision:
The significant reduction and management of the number of people living, sleeping or working on streets
through a holistic, developmental, integrated and realistic approach.
The projects executed by G-Project are based on 5 fundamental principles: 1. Supply of cost effective
Food and Clothing 2. Provision of temporary shelter. 3. Provision of Welfare and Care services 4.
Sustainable Income Stream 5. Application of Law Enforcement
Our Way of Doing It:
We have, with the help of the Municipality, secured as owner, an erven at Pentz street. The cost of the
building will be for our own account and this is where we need approx. R1,5m to construct the facility.
The Night Shelter Project will be run in the following manner:
1. The homeless person will receive free food/shelter for 3 days/nights and requested to join the
Project. During this period the Project will be explained to the individual and the rules attached to
the Project. Once the person joins the Project, certain tasks will be given on the premises e.g.
a. cleaning, washing, garden work etc. During this time Welfare Services will assess the
individual, personal details captured, medical tests performed and clothing provided.
b. The objective is to evolve the person to the next level which will include the development
of the ability to generate income. Training will be provided according to a skills plan. The
individual will be able to leave the Project should he/she decide not to join or resist
adhering to the pre-set project rules.
2. The Pentz street facility will be a multi-purpose centre consisting of a Shelter, Kitchen, Offices,
Training facility and a Garden and must adhere to standards of the Provincial Government
Department of Social Development.
3. The establishment of robust partnerships with the respective groups are therefore crucial for
successful execution of the project.
SUSTAINABILITY
The “Give Responsibly” campaign strives to educate the community on HOW to give. In essence this
means not to give money, food or clothing to street people but to support the G-Project. The project
aims to create job opportunities. The new premises will includes a garden/nursery where vegetable and
plants will be sold. A Curio Shop is envisaged for handmade goods. Indeed a tourist attraction whilst
becoming sustainable.
HOW CAN YOU GET INVOLVED?
1. By underwriting the principles to GIVE RESPONSIBLY!
2. One of our directors, Danie Nel, is committing 6000 km on a bicycle through East Asia to raise
awareness, collect donations for this important dream.
3. Buy coupons from our project and give these coupons to homeless people.
4. Support our garden by buying products from us.
5. Donate towards the construction of the Shelter and receive tax relief in terms of section 18(A).
6. Our Banking Details: Absa Wellington, Acc nr: 408 543 5537, Wellington Give Projects NPC.
Thank You for your support and getting involved in the Race against Poverty!
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